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Abstract
Background: COVID 19 is the most recent cause of Adult respiratory distress syndrome ARDS.
Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) can support gas exchange in patients failing
conventional mechanical ventilation, but its role is still controversial. We conducted a systematic review
and meta-analysis on ECMO for COVID-associated ARDS to study its outcome.

Materials and Methods: CENTRAL, MEDLINE/PubMed, Cochrane Library, and Scopus were systematically
searched from inception to May 28, 2020. Studies reporting �ve or more patients with COVID 19 infection
treated venovenous with ECMO were included. The main outcome assessed was mortality. Baseline,
procedural, outcome, and validity data were systematically appraised and pooled with random-effect
methods. The validity of all the included observational studies was appraised with the Newcastle Ottawa
scale. Meta-regression and publication bias were tested. This trial was registered with PROSPERO under
registration number CRD42020183861

Results: From 1647 initial citations, 34 full text articles were analysed and 12 studies were selected,
including 194 patients with con�rmed COVID 19 infection requiring ICU admission and venovenous
ECMO treatment. Median New Castle Ottawa scale was 6 indicating acceptable study validity. 136
patients reached an endpoint of weaning from ECMO or death while the rest were still on ECMO. The
median Berlin score for ARDS prior to starting ECMO was III. Patients received mechanical ventilation
before ECMO implementation for a median of four days and ECMO was maintained for a median of 13
days. In hospital and short-term mortality were highly variable among the included studies ranging
between 0% and 100%. Random-effect pooled estimates suggested an overall in-hospital mortality risk
ratio of 0.49 (95% con�dence interval 0.259 to 0.721; I2 = 94%). Subgroup analysis according to country
of origin showed persistent heterogeneity only in the 7 Chinese studies with pooled estimate mortality risk
ratio of 0.66 (I2 = 87%) (95% CI = 0.39-0.93), while the later larger studies coming from the USA showed
pooled estimate mortality risk ratio of 0.41 (95% CI 0.28-0.53) with homogeneity (p=0.67) similar to
France with a pooled mortality risk ratio of 0.26 (95% CI 0.08-0.43) with homogeneity (p=0.86). Meta-
regression showed only younger age as a predictor of mortality (p=0.02). Publication bias was excluded
by visualizing the funnel plot of standard error, Egger's test with p=0.566 and Begg&Mazumdar test with
p=0.373

Conclusion: The study included the largest number of patients with outcome �ndings of ECMO in this
current pandemic. Our �ndings showed that the use of venovenous ECMO at high-volume ECMO centres
may be bene�cial for selected COVID 19 patients with severe ARDS. However, none of the included
studies involve prospective randomized analyses; and therefore, all the included studies were of low or
moderate quality according to the Newcastle-Ottawa scale. In the current era and environment of the
pandemic, it will likely be very challenging to conduct a prospective randomized trial of ECMO versus no-
ECMO for COVID-19. Therefore, the information contained in this systematic review of the literature is
valuable and provides important guidance.
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Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a viral respiratory tract infection caused by a coronavirus which
was �rst documented in Wuhan, China, in December 2019 (1)

After then, this outbreak spread globally and has been considered as a pandemic and an international
public health emergency by the WHO since March 11, 2020. As of 30th of May 2020, a cumulative total of
5,688,753 con�rmed cases of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) were reported with total 247,503
deaths in 203 countries and territories worldwide (2).  Currently, there is neither a proven effective
medication nor a vaccine has been discovered for the COVID-19 infection.

Although most patients with COVID-19 infection have only mild or uncomplicated course, around 10-20%
will develop a severe disease that necessitates hospitalization and oxygen therapy or even ICU admission
and progression to acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). The prevalence of ARDS caused by
COVID-19 is around 8.2% who will require mechanical ventilation and prone positioning (3). Furthermore,
hyperin�ammatory state by cytokine storm appears to be a solid part of severe COVID-19 disease (4)

However, a group of patients will suffer from persistent hypoxemia and intractable ARDS despite
maximum conventional treatment with mechanical ventilation and mortality among this subgroup is
markedly high. Initial reports from China, Italy and USA suggest high patient admission to intensive care
units (ICU) and mechanical ventilation with shockingly very high mortality rate among patients with
severe ARDS due to COVID 19 (5-9)

Another option for severe refractory ARDS patients is venovenous extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
(ECMO) which is considered as a rescue therapy. ECMO appeared to be bene�cial during the in�uenza A
(H1N1) pandemic back in 2009, with a mortality rate of 21% (10). In another observational study on
patients with H1N1 related ARDS, the mortality rate was 23.7% for ECMO patients in versus 52.5% for non
ECMO patients (11).  In 2018, a retrospective study was conducted on middle east respiratory syndrome
(MERS) patients with refractory ARDS and showed that ECMO should be used as a rescue therapy
because it is associated with lower mortality when compared to conventional mechanical ventilation
group (65 vs. 100%, P = 0.02) (12). No ECMO report was published on SARS (coronavirus emerging in
2002) related ARDS.

The role of ECMO in the management of COVID- 19 ARDS remains unclear. The initial reports of using
venovenous ECMO with COVID- 19 patients suffering from intractable hypoxemia observed a high
mortality rate and recommended using ECMO with caution in the current pandemic (13). According to the
interim guidance made by the World Health Organization (WHO), venovenous ECMO could be considered
as a salvage therapy for COVID-19 with refractory hypoxemia in expert centers with enough cases to
ensure clinical expertise (14).

In view of the current growing pandemic and the fact that only a little experience with using ECMO to
support COVID-19 patients is available, we aimed to estimate the effect of venovenous ECMO on
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mortality from COVID-19 patients with respiratory failure via all available studies by performing a
systematic review and meta-analysis.

Methods
Search strategy and selection criteria

Our methodology followed the reporting guidelines of Meta-analysis Of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology (MOOSE) and Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines. We electronically ran a search on CENTRAL, MEDLINE/PubMed, Cochrane Library,
and Scopus. On Pubmed the word search used was (COVID OR SARS COV2 OR pandemic) AND (ARDS)
OR (acute respiratory distress syndrome) OR (acute lung injury) OR (respiratory failure) OR (respiratory
insu�ciency) OR (ECMO) OR (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation)).

We contacted authors for some missing data, searched trial registries, included the grey literature, and
used studies accepted and ahead of print. We did our search from inception up to May 28, 2020, which
was the date of our �nal search without language restrictions. We used both subject headings and text
word terms to search for articles about ECMO or mechanical ventilation with ARDS in COVID-19 patients.
There were no language restrictions. Inclusion criteria were (all criteria should be concomitantly met for
study inclusion): a) study reporting on 5 or more patients with �nal outcomes; b) with con�rmed COVID
19 infection; c) receiving venovenous ECMO. Exclusion criteria were (one criterion was su�cient for study
exclusion): a) inclusion of <5 patients with COVID-19 infection treated ECMO (thereby, any study reporting
on fewer than 5 patients or case reports treated with ECMO were excluded); b) duplicate publication (in
which case only the most recent report from the same study group was included in the systematic
review). Use of a sample size cut-off was chosen to limit the risk of imprecision and publication bias c)
Studies in which the main focus was veno-arterial ECMO for treating COVID-19 or d) studies with
insu�cient data about outcome endpoints (mortality, extubation, weaning, and discharge). AH, TA and
HY independently reviewed the titles and abstracts of all citations. Then, they independently reviewed the
full text of both de�nite and potentially eligible studies for inclusion. Disagreements were reviewed by a
fourth reviewer HE, who had a deciding vote. The study protocol link is at www.crd.yorl.ac.uk/PROSPERO
under registration number CRD42020183861

Quality assessment

The quality of the included studies was assessed using the Newcastle-Ottawa scale (NOS) (15). This
assessment tool is recommended by the Cochrane collaboration to assess risk of bias of non
randomised observational studies. The tool uses three domains: selection of study groups (four points);
comparability of groups (two points); and ascertainment of exposure and outcomes (three points). The
higher the score the less is the risk of bias. The maximum score on the Newcastle-Ottawa scale is 9.
Thresholds for converting the Newcastle-Ottawa scales to AHRQ standards (good, fair, and poor):

http://www.crd.yorl.ac.uk/PROSPERO
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“-Good quality: three or four stars in selection domain + one or two stars in comparability domain + two or
three stars in outcome/exposure domain

-Fair quality: two stars in selection domain + one or two stars in comparability domain + two or three
stars in outcome/exposure domain.

-Poor quality: zero or one star in selection domain OR zero stars in comparability domain OR zero or 1
stars in outcome/exposure domain.”

Data analysis

A meta-analysis was conducted to examine the mortality incidence in venovenous ECMO treatment for
COVID 19. Data were summarized using the risk ratio (95% con�dence interval (CI)). The data were
pooled using DerSimonian-Laird random effects model (16). P value of 0.05 or less was statistically
signi�cant. Cochran Q and I2 were used to assess heterogeneity between studies. The degree of
heterogeneity was categorized as either low (I2 < 25%), moderate (I2 = 25%–75%), or high (I2 > 75%) (17).
A P value of ≤ 0.05 indicated signi�cant heterogeneity. A subgroup meta-analysis according to the
study’s country of origin was conducted to investigate the high heterogeneity detected. Exploratory meta-
regression analysis was performed to identify signi�cant moderators using the inverse-variance
weighted-least-squares linear regression analysis. Studies that included a control group with patients
treated with mechanical ventilation were independently studied and mortality estimates were pooled
using odds ratio and 95% CI. Secondary outcome measures included age, ventilation days before ECMO,
and duration time on ECMO. Publication bias was examined by visual inspection of the funnel plot and
tested by Egger’s test and Begg and Mazumdar test. A P value of ≤ 0.05 indicated the existence of
publication bias. All analyses were performed using Open Meta Analyst software Windows 10 version.

The data used in the meta-analysis in each study were the number of mortality events and the number of
closed cases (either cured or dead). Patients who were still on treatment were not included in the �nal
analysis of cases of the study. The corresponding authors of the studies were contacted by email to
provide additional information regarding the patients who were still receiving treatment. The numbers
used in Jacobs et al (2020) and Beyls et al (2020) were not those reported by the study but rather
provided by the author (unpublished data).

Trial was registered with PROSPERO at www.crd.yorl.ac.uk/PROSPERO under registration number
CRD42020183861

Role of funding source

There was no funding source for this study. The corresponding author of this study had full access to all
the study data and had �nal responsibility for the decision to submit the manuscript for publication.

Results

http://www.crd.yorl.ac.uk/PROSPERO
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Our electronic search retrieved 1647 citations, 34 of which were selected for full-text review (Figure 1).
Twelve studies with a combined population of 194 patients ful�lled the inclusion criteria (Table 1). 136
patients reached an endpoint of weaning from ECMO or death while the rest were still on ECMO. Overall
study validity was acceptable, with a median score of 6 on the Newcastle Ottawa scale NOS appraising
the quality of observational studies, without being opposed by their non-randomized design. The median
Berlin score for ARDS prior to starting ECMO was III. Patients received mechanical ventilation before
ECMO implementation for a median of four days and ECMO was maintained for a median of 13 days
(Table 2,3)

Random-effect pooled estimates suggested an overall in-hospital mortality risk ratio of 0.49 (95%
con�dence interval 0.259 to 0.721; I2 = 94%) (Figure 2). Most of the preliminary studies were from China
(seven studies with 41 patients having endpoints). Larger studies then followed from the USA, Japan and
France (Five studies with 95 patients with endpoints).

To investigate the overall inter-study heterogenicity, a subgroup analysis was performed according to the
country of origin of each study (Figure 3) This showed persistent heterogeneity only in the 7 Chinese
studies with pooled mortality risk ratio of 0.66 (I2 = 87%) (95% CI = 0.39-0.93), while the later larger
studies coming from the USA showed pooled estimate mortality risk ratio of 0.41 (95% CI 0.28-0.53) with
homogeneity (p=0.67) similar to France with a pooled mortality risk ratio of 0.26 (95% CI 0.08-0.43) with
homogeneity  (p=0.86)

In four of our studies, there was a control group who received mechanical ventilation for severe ARDS.
The mortality rate was 87.5% in the ECMO patients and 69.2% in conventional therapy patients. The
pooled odds of mortality in ECMO versus conventional therapy were not signi�cantly different (p=0.273,
95%CI: 0.06–1.111). There was no observable heterogeneity (I2 = 0%, Cochran's Q, p-value = 0.574).

Moderators tested were age, Pre ECMO-Berlin score of ARDS, ventilation days before ECMO, and duration
of days on ECMO. Exploratory meta-regression identi�ed age as a signi�cant negative moderator of
mortality (P =0.02) with younger age patients at a higher risk of death.  No other factors demonstrated a
signi�cant moderator but this lack of a statistical signi�cance for likely or established prognostic factors
should be viewed with consideration of the limited statistical power of meta-regression when applied to a
limited data-set. Publication bias was excluded by visualizing the funnel plot of standard error (Figure 4).
The funnel plot is symmetrical with only 2 studies outside the threshold (20,23).  Exclusion of bias was
also proven with an Egger's test value p=0.566 and Begg&Mazumdar test value with p=0.373

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the �rst systematic review and meta-analysis of the use of veno venous ECMO
in treating severe COVID 19 related ARDS. We identi�ed 12 independent studies (18-29) that provided
data on the outcome of ECMO in COVID 19 patients. The initial studies testing the e�cacy of ECMO in
COVID 19 were small and pessimistic. A study by Ñamendys-Silva SA (30) looked at pooled mortality and
e�cacy from initial Chinese reports (only 17 patients). It included 2 of our included studies (22,25) and
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found a mortality of 82.3% (14/17) with no overall bene�t of ECMO (z=0.57, p=0.56). Henry and Lippi
(31) shortly followed by another pooled analysis which included also 2 of our included studies (22,23)
comparing ECMO (total of 17 patients) and conventional mechanical ventilation and again found no
bene�t for ECMO in severe COVID 19 with pooled odds of mortality in the ECMO group versus the
conventional therapy group not signi�cantly different (OR: 2.00, 95%CI: 0.49–8.16) with no observable
heterogeneity (I2 = 0%, Cochran's Q, p-value = 0.99).

We performed a subgroup single arm meta-analysis for studies including another arm for invasive
mechanical ventilation for severe ARDS due to COVID 19, but all our ECMO studies had 5 or more patients
(22-25) as per inclusion criteria and again found no bene�t or harm for ECMO in treating severe ARDS in
COVID 19. The pooled odds of mortality in the ECMO group versus the conventional therapy group were
not signi�cantly different (p=0.273, 95%CI: 0.06–1.111). The mortality was high in both groups (87.5% vs
69.2%). We believe there are two limitations here, �rstly, none of the larger more recent studies with better
outcomes (20,21,26-29) had a control arm of treating COVID related ARDS with conventional mechanical
ventilation. Secondly, we believe these are two different populations with patients having variable levels
of ARDS severity, with those receiving ECMO treatment being potentially more critically ill in some cases,
which could have impacted the outcome for mortality rates.

We have shown by our subgroup analysis that heterogeneity was mainly in the initial Chinese (I2=87%)
studies and the following studies showed homogeneity from the USA (I2=0%, P=0.67) and France (I2=0%,
p=0.86) with lower mortality associated with the use of ECMO for severe COVID 19 patients, although the
number of studies was small.  The three largest case series (20,21,27) included in this systematic review
were all outside China and showed more promising results than the rest of studies with smaller numbers
(18,19,22-26, 28,29). A mortality of 29.2% only in these series as compared to a mortality of 61.1% in the
rest of the nine studies (seven Chinese series). This may re�ect the fact that high �ow ECMO centres
achieve superior results. Our data thus con�rm these results showing the bene�cial effects of ECMO in
large tertiary referral centres for the treatment of COVID 19 ARDS. This is consistent with previous
�ndings of Barbaro and his colleagues (32) who found lower ECMO case-mix adjusted mortality in adult
patients (adjusted OR, 0.61; 95% CI, 0.48–0.79) in higher volume ECMO centres. Our de�nition of high
volume centres is like them as performing more than 30 cases/year.

The role of ECMO in improving outcomes in severely ill COVID 19 patients seems to be multi factorial.
The ARDS observed in COVID 19 patients mostly �ts the Berlin criteria (33)  but  Gattinoni and his
colleagues (34) have proposed that the classic ARDS injury is only present in 20-30% of COVID 19
patients with decreased pulmonary compliance less than 40 ml/cmH2O while the non-ARDS type (present
in 70-80%), the severe hypoxemia is associated with a respiratory system compliance of more than 50 
ml/cmH2O. Hence, severe hypoxemia is primarily due to ventilation/perfusion (VA/Q) mismatch. Unlike
classic ARDS, high PEEP pressures and prone positioning in this subgroup of COVID-19 patients do not
improve oxygenation through the classic theory of the recruitment of collapsed areas. Although our meta
regression showed that pre ECMO days of ventilation did not affect outcome, these patients could bene�t
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from early ECMO to avoid ventilator-induced lung injury and this was the recommendation from the only
two included studies in our analysis which had zero mortality in their ECMO patients (18,20)

Secondly, there is an increasing trend to show that COVID 19 infection is associated with a
hypercoagulable and thrombotic state. Yin et al (35) studied the differences of coagulation features
between severe pneumonia caused by the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID 19) and non-SARS-CoV-2 viruses and
found that platelet count of the COVID19 group was signi�cantly higher than that of non-COVID19
patients.  Beyls and his colleagues (27) suggested that venous-Doppler ultrasonography of femoral and
jugular veins should be performed routinely for severe COVID-19-related ARDS in preparation in case
ECMO therapy is needed as they found a higher rate of ECMO related line thrombosis. ECMO circuits
eliminate coagulation factors binding them irreversibly to their surface coating material. Systemic
anticoagulation is usually utilized for ECMO and further aggravates the anti-coagulatory state on many
levels (36). In their current COVID-19 guidelines, the “Extracorporeal life support organisation ELSO”
recommended following existing anti-coagulation guidelines, with consideration given to an anti-
coagulation targeted at the higher end of normal with vvECMO given the known hyper-coagulable status
of COVID-19 patients (37)

In their meta-analysis Munshi and his colleagues (38) have shown a reduction in 60 day mortality in
patients receiving ECMO for ARDS in comparison to conventional mechanical ventilation with an
associated increased risk of bleeding. The improvement in ARDS outcome and the anti-thrombotic bene�t
shown in this meta-analysis is a hypothesis of the additional bene�t in severely ill COVID 19 patients.

Two of our studies (21,23) suggested that higher mortality related to patients receiving ECMO or
conventional mechanical ventilation for severe ARDS can be related to cytokine production. There is
accumulating evidence suggesting that a sub-group of patients with severe COVID-19 disease have a
cytokine storm syndrome in which a cascade of activated cytokines leads to harmful auto-ampli�cation
of in�ammatory cytokine production leading to end-organ damage and increasing the risk of mortality.
Among COVID-19 patients who have received ECMO, a strong positive correlation exists between
mortality and high cytokine levels, most notably IL-6 (39).

Ruan et al (23) found that Interleukin-6 concentrations differed signi�cantly between non survivors and
survivors in their COVID-19 cohort, with non survivors having up to 1.7 times higher values. We could not
study this in our meta-analysis as both studies did not mention absolute values for cytokines for the
ECMO only group.

Our meta-analysis suggests that there is some potential role for ECMO in appropriately selected patients
with severe COVID-19. Although the risk factors and variables that contribute to the optimal outcome are
complex and re�ect individual ECMO center experiences and available resources during the pandemic, it
can be argued that it would be unethical to withhold ECMO (or consideration for referral to an experienced
ECMO center) in patients who might potentially bene�t from this therapy as suggested by Abrams and
colleagues (40) when considering ECMO for ARDS due to all causes.
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The planning and execution of a randomised controlled trial of this advanced intervention during the
current pandemic is di�cult. Current challenges include randomisation of markedly sick patients early
with a higher risk of death, the need for engagement of many centres worldwide, the lack of the ECMO
service in poorer and third world countries and the inconsistency of managing the control non ECMO
group. As a result, a current study of ECMO in patients with COVID 19 related severe ARDS soon is
unlikely. Thus, our meta-analysis can provide clinicians with the most comprehensive synthesis of all the
available limited evidence for the outcome of vvECMO in adult patients with severe ARDS due to COVID-
19, although further data collection and meta-analysis for larger studies are invited.

Limitations

The project has obvious limitations, including those which are typical of any systematic review and meta-
analyses. By pooling observational studies, this review cannot overcome the limitations of its primary
studies included which were relatively of small numbers (apart from one (21)) and, still none were based
on a randomised allocation. Indeed, the authors believe only meta-analyses of homogeneous well-
powered randomised trials should be considered a solid scienti�c proof of the safety and e�cacy of any
medical/surgical intervention which is di�cult to achieve on the short term period while we are still facing
an unresolved pandemic and literature guidance from the available data is needed to support decision on
a stretched medical resources setting in most countries The secondary outcome data was missing in
numerous studies and the focus by the authors was mortality outcome and hence authors needed to be
contacted by emails to �ll in missing information. However, systematic reviews and meta-analyses of
non-randomized studies (as in the current case) can be meaningful and guide current practice, even if
only by emphasizing the limitations of the available clinical evidence (as in the current ECMO use with
the COVID 19 pandemic).

Furthermore, the exclusion of 14 reports because including less than 5 cases or being case reports is a
call for more collaborative research efforts. This type of collaboration is essential for the present clinical
challenges of the COVID 19 crisis. To complement this collaboration, ASAIO has developed a database
speci�c to ECMO use in severe COVID-19 to aid in this effort. Merging and synergizing data between
databases such as those obtained by ASAIO, ESLO and “SpecialtyCare” may provide insight about the
relevant exposure, demographics, comorbidities, and clinical and laboratory variables that may predict
outcome, aid selection of patients or even suggest futility (against the evidence presented here).

Research in context

Evidence before this study

ECMO appeared to bene�t during the in�uenza A (H1N1) pandemic in 2009 and the middle east
respiratory syndrome (MERS) starting in 2012. Patients with refractory ARDS showed that ECMO should
be used as a rescue therapy because it is associated with lower mortality when compared to conventional
mechanical ventilation. The role of ECMO in the management of ARDS related to the current COVID-19
pandemic remains debatable. The initial reports of using venovenous ECMO with COVID- 19 patients
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suffering from intractable hypoxemia observed a high mortality rate and recommended using ECMO with
caution in the current pandemic. CENTRAL, MEDLINE/PubMed, Cochrane Library, and Scopus were
systematically searched from inception to May 28, 2020, for terms related to COVID 19 and ECMO use
with no language restrictions. The word search used was (COVID OR SARS COV2 OR pandemic) AND
(ARDS) OR (acute respiratory distress syndrome) OR (acute lung injury) OR (respiratory failure) OR
(respiratory insu�ciency) OR (ECMO) OR (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation). Studies were included
if they provided numerical or formal qualitative data on �nal ECMO outcomes in the current COVID 19
pandemic. None of the included studies involve prospective randomized analyses; and therefore, all the
included studies were of low or moderate quality according to the Newcastle-Ottawa scale. However,
because of the unique challenges and unprecedented timeline of this pandemic, it is not surprising that a
prospective randomized analysis has not been performed assessing the role of ECMO in supporting
patients with COVID-19. In fact, the investigators publishing the various studies reported in this
systematic review are to be congratulated for their efforts to conduct this research during these
challenging times.

Added value of this systematic review and meta-analysis

This systematic review is the �rst in the current pandemic to perform a meta-analysis from all available
cohort studies using venovenous ECMO for acute respiratory distress system caused by severe COVID 19
infection. Across low-to-moderate quality studies, we noted a reduction in short term mortality with
venovenous ECMO in comparison to what is known about treatment with conventional mechanical
ventilation in severe COVID 19. Given the current challenges of doing large clinical trials in this population
of COVID 19 critically ill patients, a large well designed randomised controlled trial of ECMO treatment for
COVID 19 is unlikely to happen. Therefore, the results of this meta-analysis represent the most
comprehensive and up-to-date synthesis of the available evidence for clinicians on the use of
venovenous ECMO in COVID 19 patients with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Conclusions
The study included the largest number of patients with outcome �ndings of ECMO in this current
pandemic. Our �ndings showed that the use of venovenous ECMO at high-volume ECMO centres may be
bene�cial for selected COVID 19 patients with severe ARDS. However, none of the included studies
involve prospective randomized analyses; and therefore, all the included studies were of low or moderate
quality according to the Newcastle-Ottawa scale. In the current era and environment of the pandemic, it
will likely be very challenging to conduct a prospective randomized trial of ECMO versus no-ECMO for
COIVID-19.  Therefore, the information contained in this systematic review of the literature is valuable and
provides important guidance.
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Tables

Study (author and
year)

Country Design Setting NOS Follow-up Primary
end point

Zhou et al. (2020)
(18)

China Observational Single
center

4 In-hospital Death

Zhang et al. (2020)
(19)

China Observational Single
center

5 In hospital Death

Takeda et
al. (2020) (20)

Japan Observational Multicenter 6 In-hospital Death

Jacobs et
al. (2020) (21)

USA Observational Multicenter 6 In-hospital Death

Yang et al. (2020)
(22)

China Observational Single
center

7 In-hospital Death

Ruan et al. (2020)
(23)

China Observational Single
center

7 In hospital Death

Li et al. (2020) (24) China Observational Single
center

7 In-hospital Death

Guan et al. (2020)
(25)

China Observational Single
center

7 In-hospital Death

Zeng et al (2020)
(26)

China Observational Single
center

6 In-hospital Death

Beyls et al (2020)
(27)

France Observational Single
center

6 4 weeks after
discharge

Death

Osho et al (2020)
(28)

USA Observational Single
centre

6 In hospital Death

Haye et al (2020)
(29)

France Observational Single
centre

6 In hospital Death

Table 1: Characteristics and quality of the included studies; NOS = Newcastle Ottawa scale
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Study (author
and year)

Patients
admitted to ICU

Patients
receiving ECMO

(total =194)

Age ARDS Berlin
grading

Days of
ventilation pre
ECMO

Zhou et
al. (2020)

59 5 55.6 N/A 5 (1-20)

Zhang et
al. (2020)

48 10 55 GRADE II N/A

Takeda et
al. (2020)

N/A 26 71 GRADE III 3 (0-9)

Jacobs et
al. (2020)

N/A 85 52 GRADE III 4 (2.5-6.5)

Yang et
al. (2020)

N/A 6 59.7 N/A N/A

Ruan et
al. (2020)

62 7 50 N/A N/A

Li et al. (2020) 20 8 64.25 GRADE III 6 (0-21)

Guan et
al. (2020)

37 5 47 N/A N/A

Zeng et al
(2020)

12 12 50.9 N/A N/A

Beyls et al
(2020)

N/A 16 62 N/A 4 (1.5-7.5)

Osho et al
(2020)

N/A 6 47 N/A 5.5 (3.5-6.75)

Haye et al
(2020)

N/A 8 57.2 GRADE III 4 (1-9)

 Table 2: Pre ECMO patient characteristics N/A: Not available
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Study (author
and year)

Veno venous
ECMO

Duration on
ECMO

(days)

Patient endpoint
(weaned/death)

(total=136)

Mortality from
ECMO

Zhou et al. (2020) 100% 10 (5-16) 5 0 (0%)

Zhang et
al. (2020)

100% N/A 5 3 (60%)

Takeda et
al. (2020)

100% N/A 16 0 (0%)

Jacobs et
al. (2020)

100% N/A 50 21 (42%)

Yang et al. (2020) 100% N/A 5 5 (100%)

Ruan et al. (2020) 100% N/A 7 7 (100%)

Li et al. (2020) 100% 37 (9-47) 6 3 (50%)

Guan et
al. (2020)

100% N/A 5 5 (100%)

Zeng et al (2020) 100% 11 (3-28) 8 5 (63%)

Beyls et al (2020) 100% 16 (2-28) 16 4 (25%)

Osho et al (2020) 100% 12 (4-18) 6 2 (33%)

Haye et al (2020) 100% 14 (8-28) 7 2 (29%)

Table 3: Main outcome of ECMO patients

Figures
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Figure 1

Flow diagram of study selection
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Figure 2

Forest plot of pooled analysis of mortality by random effect model in all studies of ECMO with COVID 19
patients
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Figure 3

Forest plot of pooled analysis of mortality by random effect model in all studies of ECMO with COVID 19
patients with subgroup division of country of origin

Figure 4

Forest Plots for Odds of Mortality in COVID-19 Patients Receiving ECMO Therapy versus conventional
invasive mechanical ventilation therapy.
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Figure 5

Funnel plot of standard error


